
Release Notes 2.78 -  Wednesday, January 12th, 2022

Happy New Year Easies! Here are the notes for release 2.78. In this release, we did
a small enhancement to allow the ability to filter by “inactive and active” shifts. We
also fixed a couple of bugs in different areas like the PTO accrual and history
bucket, also in the employee portal. Kindly send us an email with your feedback to
products@easyclocking.com. Stay tuned for upcoming updates.

Enhancements/Add-ons:
1. “Shifts” - Ability to filter by active and inactive shifts: Before this update, admin users

were not able to filter the list of active or inactive shifts created in the system. The system
would provide the ability to make the shift inactive but not to filter to only view active
shifts.
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Fixed Errors/Bugs:
1. “Employee portal” - Error when an employee tries to login and the employee has a

missing punch: When an employee tries to log in and the employee has a missing punch
on the timecard, the user gets a 500 Internal error.

2. “Report” - Issue when running the “Weekly Schedule” reports: When this report was
generated with multiple employees selected, it did not provide the correct information.
The incorrect project and job was being associated with the scheduled shift.



3. “PTO History Bucket” - Accrual rules not executing correctly, the hours were not
being accrued based on the occurrence configured in the rule: Corrected an issue
affecting the execution of accrual of PTO hours.



4. “Construction Timecard” - Operation error when there's a missing "IN" punch in
the employee construction timecard: When there is a missing IN punch on the
employee "construction timecard", an operation error occurs the moment the manager
tries to view the punches on that day.



5. “PTO” - The "Maximum Accrued" placeholder was overlapping the "Carry-Over"
placeholder in the "Create Accrual Rules" window: Corrected this small UI issue
where the “Maximum Accrued” placeholder available when creating a new accrual rule
was overlapping another placeholder available in the same UI, the “Carry-Over”



placeholder.


